
 

 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

GREEN PACKET SEES CONTINUED 

INCREMENT IN LTE REVENUE 

International marketing efforts successfully secured more LTE clients 

 

Key highlights of performance: 

 

• Green Packet achieved 8.1% higher quarterly revenue Y-o-Y in 

operational business pillars (Solutions and Communications pillars) 

• Solutions pillar – increased total number of shipped devices in the 

quarter Y-o-Y by 21.5% 

• Communications pillar – recorded 17.3% higher quarterly revenue Y-

o-Y 

• Loss after tax for the quarter Y-o-Y has significantly improved by 

52.2% 

 

KUALA LUMPUR, 27 August 2015: Green Packet Berhad (GPB) achieved 

total revenue of MYR78.4 million with 8.1% growth in quarterly sales Y-O-Y 

for its operational business pillars (Solutions and Communications pillars). 

 

Green Packet’s Chief Executive Officer, Kay Tan, attributes the positive 

progress to the group’s effective marketing strategy noting, “With showcases 

at international telecommunication events, we have broadened our market 

opportunities and thus have a stronger presence in important regions such 

as Europe and Asia. Our trial clients have expanded twofold from the 



 

 

beginning of this year, which evidentially contributes in our LTE business 

growth in these two regions.”  

 

Green Packet saw strong performance for its Solutions pillar where it gained 

16.6% higher sales Q-o-Q and grew revenue to MYR29.5 million. The 

business unit shipped out 21.5% more devices compared to the same 

quarter in 2014.  

 

“For 2015, we will continue to focus on strengthening our visibility, as well 

as further enhancing our products and service offerings. Green Packet has 

created many firsts in the industry, including the world’s first Multi Mode 

LTE Modems. Our expertise lies in engineering solutions that work for 

specific clients and respective markets,” added Kay Tan. 

 

Meanwhile, the Communications pillar continues to deliver a stable growth 

of MYR48.9 million, an increase of 17.3% in quarterly revenue Y-o-Y.  

 

-END- 

 

 

Forward Looking Statements 

This news release may contain forward looking statements by Green Packet 

Berhad that reflect management’s current expectation, beliefs, hopes, 

intentions or strategies regarding the future and assumptions in light of 

currently available information. These statements are subject to a number of 

risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or 

achievements to differ materially from those discussed in the forward 

looking statements. Such statements are not and should not be construed 

as a representation as to the future performance or achievements of Green 

Packet Berhad and Green Packet Berhad assumes no obligation to update 

any such statements. 

 



 

 

About Green Packet Berhad 

Listed on the Main Board of the Malaysian Bourse, Green Packet Berhad 

(“The Group”) is a global leading architect of connectivity for fixed and 

nomadic infrastructure and service providers. With a global presence in over 

70 countries, Green Packet has been revolutionary in creating many 

industry’s first, including the world’s first Multi Mode LTE plus WiMAX 

Modems. Operating under two main business pillars – Solutions and 

Communications, it enables communications regardless of border and 

distance, delivers best-of-class connectivity solutions via advanced 

technologies and quality devices for a connected lifestyle. 

 

For more information, please visit: www.greenpacket.com 
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